
Shalom 
Shalom and welcome to Shabbat Shir Hadash services at the Hebrew Educational Alliance 

(HEA). We are filled with gratitude and pride to have so many family members, friends, and 

fellow congregants joining us as Lila and dNoah become B’nai Mitzvah, or Children of the 

Commandments. We are honored to share our rich traditions and customs with you on this day. 

Thank you for being here and for your love, support, and friendship. 

 

 

Shabbat Conduct 
“Shabbat” is the Hebrew word for Sabbath.  This is a special time of sanctity, study, and rest. 

Please do not applaud during the service or after Lila and Noah give their speeches. Please do 

not take photographs at any time on Saturday morning. Cell phones should be turned off in 

the building. Guests should remain in the sanctuary for the entire service without socializing 

with each other. If this is not possible, please take your conversations outdoors. The “Cry 

Room” is available for babies and toddlers with their parents. A babysitting room is also 

available for young children. 

 

 

Our Synagogue 
The Hebrew Educational Alliance is an egalitarian-traditional Conservative Jewish synagogue, 

where we pray in Hebrew and follow the traditional manner of worship and ritual practiced in 

Judaism for many centuries. Men and women are allowed to sit together, and women are able to 

come up on the Bima (raised platform) and to read from the Torah. Our sanctuary’s design is 

reminiscent of a variety of aspects of Jewish history. The ceiling and posts represent the 

Mishkan (desert tent) in which our ancestors prayed as they wandered the desert from Egypt 

to Israel over 3,000 years ago. Jerusalem’s architecture is evident in the beams above the Ark 

and the beautiful stained glass windows around the room. These windows depict the shape of 

the archways in the Old City of Jerusalem, the Twelve Tribes of Israel, and various traditions 

of Judaism. The stones throughout the sanctuary represent the Kotel or Western Wall of the 

destroyed Second Temple. The Aron Kodesh (Holy Ark) holds 12 Torah scrolls, each of which 

contains the complete hand-written text on parchment of the “Five Books of Moses”. The Ner 

Tamid (Eternal Light) hanging above the Ark burns continuously, reminding us of the ever-

present spirit of G-d. 

 

 

B’nai Mitzvah Ceremony 

We learn from Jewish law that until a child reaches the age of thirteen, his/her parents are 

responsible for their child’s actions. When the child turns thirteen, the responsibility for 

Jewish expression and the performance of Jewish rituals and commandments is transferred 

from parent to child. The Bbar Mmitzvah for a boy, Bbat Mmitzvah for a girl, or Bb’nai 

Mmitzvah for more than one child, means “obligated to perform the Jewish commandments”. 
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Since the 14th and /15th centuries, this has become a ceremony which signifies an adolescent’s 

readiness to accept his/her role as a Jewish adult. Whether or not the child celebrates the 

event by leading the congregation in prayer, the child becomes a Bbar/Bbat/Bb’nai mitzvah on 

their 13th birthday (according to the Hebrew calendar). Our family regularly attends Shabbat 

services, and we have elected to have our children lead the congregation in prayer to mark this 

momentous event in their lives. 

 

 

The Service 

You are participating the HEA’s “alternative” service called Shir Hadash, which means “a new 

song”. This service is five years old and was created at the suggestion of Lila and Noah’s father, 

Rick, who was President of the congregation at the time. Rick observed that it was difficult to 

engage people, especially young people, in traditional prayer, and that synagogue membership 

was falling. Rabbi Dollin, Rabbi Gruenwald, and a special team of congregants searched the world 

over and traveled to many communities to find and implement the best practices that speak to a 

person’s soul. You will note that we pray primarily in Hebrew, following the traditional manner of 

worship practiced in Judaism for many centuries. Transliterated prayer books are available 

which provide phonetic versions of the prayers for those who don’t read Hebrew. 

 

The Shir Hadash service is led by a “davening” (prayer) team, and consists of both vibrant and 

soulful prayers, supplemented by drumming, clapping, swaying and an enormous amount of spirit. 

Drumming is essentially the same as tapping your hand on a table or prayer book, and is 

therefore not a violation of the halacha (law) which prohibits playing musical instruments on the 

Sabbath. Lila and Noah have learned to lead the majority of these prayers, but will be joined by 

other members of the team in leading the service. Please join us in singing, humming, clapping 

and moving along with the congregation. 

 

On most Saturdays the Shir Hadash service takes place across the street in the Goldberger 

Youth Center, which provides a sense of intimacy. For today’s B’nai Mitzvah, the service is being 

held in the main sanctuary in order to accommodate the larger crowd. Lila’s and Noah’s B’nai 

Mitzvah is only the 5th such ceremony since the creation of the Shir Hadash service. 

 

The Shabbat morning service is comprised of several parts. The first is the Pesukei d’Zimra 

series of passages, which literally means “verses of praise”. This introductory phase is intended 

to help us prepare for, and focus on, the main prayers that we will say. We then move into the 

Shacharit service, where we recite prayers that focus on our recognition of, praise for, and 

relationship with G-d. Central to this part of the service is the Shema, which affirms that 

there is but one G-d, and the Amidah, a silent devotional prayer recognizing the holiness of G-d. 

 

The next section is the Torah service. The Torah is a hand-written parchment scroll with no 

vowels or punctuation marks. It can be quite difficult to follow the ancient Hebrew writing and 

requires many hours of practice. Lila and Noah will chant the ancient trope or tune that 



accompanies the words from the double weekly Torah Parsha (portion) Tazria-Metzorah, from 

Chapters 12 and 13 of the book of Leviticus. Every Jewish congregation throughout the world 

reads the identical weekly Parsha, linking Lila and Noah to all Jewish people, regardless of 

where they live. Our Shir Hadash service follows the practice of the Triennial Torah Reading 

System. We’re currently in the first year of the cycle, meaning that only the first third of each 

chapter is read each month, and it will take three years to complete the reading of the entire 

Torah. 

 

Because the Torah is the most revered possession of the synagogue and the Jewish people, it is 

removed for use with great reverence. It has a beautiful cover and ornate décor which remain 

on it as it is paraded through the congregation. Just as a person of royalty would enter a crowd 

with ceremony, so too is the Torah brought forth into the congregation with a processional. As 

the Torah passes, it is customary to reach out with one’s prayer book or tallit to touch the holy 

scroll and then to kiss the item that was used. It is also customary to stand whenever the Torah 

is being held, and to watch as the Torah moves around the room, just as we would follow 

someone of great honor with our eyes, until he or she is out of sight. 

 

After the Torah service, Lila and Noah will chant the Haftorah, which is a reading from the 

Book of Prophets whose theme coincides with the Torah portion. Then they will address the 

congregation with a personal commentary they wrote on some of the ideas that resonated with 

them as the studied the meaning of the Parsha. 

 

 

Ritual 
Men are asked to wear a kippah (skull cap), available in a box by the sanctuary doors. Covering 

heads shows respect and reminds us that G-d is above us. Married women may choose to also 

cover their heads. 

 

Most men and some women over the age of thirteen wear a prayer shawl known as a tallit. This 

fulfills the commandment to “put fringes on the corners of your garments for all generations”. 

The fringes on the garment represent the 613 mitzvot (commandments) which G-d gave to us. 

This garment also symbolizes the four corners of the earth and reminds us that we are always 

in G-d’s presence. Lila and Noah are each wearing a tallit that was custom-made for them. The 

needlepoint atarah (collar) and carrying bags were stitched by their father, Rick. Lila’s tallit 

was designed and made for her by Yafa Segev, and Noah’s tallit was designed and made for him 

by Ori Gaberieli. Both are wearing tallit clips designed and made for them by Ahouva Elani. Yafa, 

Ori, and Ahouva are all special artist friends from Israel who exhibit at the HEA’s Art Show. 

 

As Lila and Noah read from the Torah, they use a special yad (hand) to follow the words. This 

prevents smudging the writing with one’s fingers. 

 



Out of reverence, you should rise when the Holy Ark is open, when the Torah is being carried, 

and when asked to do so. At times, some worshippers may be standing and others sitting. This is 

done out of personal tradition, which may depend on upbringing, or when someone feels moved to 

rise and sway with the music. For some prayers, all congregants face East (toward Jerusalem), 

which is a common practice in the Diaspora (outside of Israel). 

 

 

L’dor v’dor – From Generation to Generation 
Lila Zara Rubin was named for her maternal grandfather, Lowell Goldberg z’’l, as well as for this 

grandfather’s mother, Lillian Fisher Goldberg z’’l. Lila’s Hebrew name, Eliana Sarah, means “G-d 

has answered my prayers”, and comes from Lowell’s Hebrew name, Ellie. Noah Samuel Rubin was 

named for his mother’s paternal grandfather, Samuel Goldberg z’’l. We like the name “Noah” as 

being a righteous biblical figure who saved all the animals. We thought it to be a very unusual 

name, but it turned out to be the 9th most popular boy’s name in 2004 and it is the number one 

boy’s name in 2017! 

 

At this time of great joy, we remember those who are with us in spirit today, those who came 

before us leaving this Jewish legacy for our family and future generations. They are smiling 

with great pride today and with us always: Grandpa Lowell Goldberg, Great gGrandparents Julia 

and David Jacobson, Lillian and Samuel Goldberg, Anne and William Goldberg, and Minnie and 

Barney Rubin., and Grandpa Lowell Goldberg. We also acknowledge the recent loss of Great 

Uncle Jordon Perlmutter.  

 

 

Special Thanks 
This wonderful simcha (happy event) would not have been possible without the help of some very 

special people. Arielle Feingold and Marlene Richter showed enormous patience and humor 

during the countless hours helping Lila and Noah learn the prayers, Torah and Haftorah 

readings. Rabbi Dollin and Rabbi Gruenwald provided spiritual guidance and served as role models 

each Shabbat. The entire davening team was wonderful in welcoming the kids among them and 

encouraging their participation. We are so lucky to have big sisters Mallory and Arielle, whose 

Hebrew reading skills and knowledge of trope was a major help with practice at home. Jaclyn 

Tylicki and Lindsey Muessel, party planners “extraordinaires”, helped keep Julie and Rick sane 

and calmly managed all the details that went into planning this event. Joyce Perlmutter, Gail 

Kessel, Debbie Lagerborg, Victoria Cantor and the rest of the HEA staff kept everyone on 

track for getting this event put together, always with a smile and encouragement. Neal Price, as 

always, is the thread that holds everything together. 

 

Special events are best when shared with family and friends. We are immensely grateful to be 

surrounded by all of you, our family and friends. Please join us in the social hall following the 

service for a special Kiddush luncheon prepared by Cohen’s Cuisine.  

 



With love and gratitude,  

 

Julie, Rick, Arielle, Lila and Noah Rubin, and Mallory and Aaron Bustow 

 

 

 

Shabbat Honors 
 

Open Outside Doors of Ark     Mark and Beth Rubin 

         Aunt and uncle 

 

Open Inside Doors of Ark     Jody and Mark Berman 

         Aunt and uncle 

 

Remove Torah from Ark      Spencer Rubin, cousin 

 

Close Inside Doors of Ark     Donna 

Goldberg and Jonnie Pizer 

 Aunt and uncle 

 

Torah Carrier       Howard Witkin, friend 

 

Torah Procession       Anna Berman, cousin 

         Nathan Berman, cousin 

         Elliott Pizer, cousin 

         Spencer Rubin, cousin 

Torah Service 

First Aliyah       Rick Rubin, father 

First Aliyah Torah Reader    Lila Rubin 

Second Aliyah      Julie Rubin, mother 

Second Aliyah Torah Reader    Noah Rubin 

Third Aliyah       Marcus Oginsky, friend 

Third Aliyah Torah Reader    Heather Oginsky, friend 

Fourth Aliyah     

 Charlotte and Irvin Rubin, 

grandparents 

Fourth Aliyah Torah Reader    Arielle Rubin, sister 

Fifth Aliyah       Essie Perlmutter, great aunt 

Fifth Aliyah Torah Reader    Mallory Rubin, sister 

Sixth Aliyah       Noah Rubin, Bar Mitzvah 

Sixth Aliyah Torah Reader    Noah Rubin 

Seventh Aliyah      Lila Rubin, Bat Mitzvah 
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Seventh Aliyah Torah Reader    Lila Rubin 

 

Hagbah (Lifting the Torah)     Gil Rosenthal, friend 

 

Galilah (Dressing the Torah)     Chandra Rosenthal, friend 

 

Haftorah Readers       Lila and Noah Rubin 

 

Torah Carrier       Richard Zuber, friendSpencer Rubin, 

cousin  

 

Torah Procession       Yvonne Zuber, friend 

         Arlene Stein, friend 

         Debbie and Jon Rones, friends  

     Beth and Mark Rubin 

 

Open Inside Doors of Ark     Todd and Davis Goldberg 

GrandparentsUncle and cousin 

 

Close Inside Doors of Ark     Beverly Goldberg and Jerry Dreyfuss 

Grandparents 

 

Close Outside Doors of Ark     Marilyn and Jerry Jacobson 

Great aAunt/ and uUncle 
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